Drill: Wicked Opener   Set:

Wicked Opener - mm. 15-22 - 32 counts

Twisters run to set around the form. Don't run through it!
Drill: Wicked Opener   Set:

HALFTIME STEP!!!!
FTL 16 or Hold 16
Wicked Opener - mm. 23-30 - 32 counts (16 counts)

Created on Pyware 3D.
| 0 | 5 | 10 | 15 | 20 | 25 | 30 | 35 | 40 | 45 | 50 | 55 | 60 | 65 | 70 | 75 | 80 | 85 | 90 | 95 | 100 |
|---|---|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|
| 16 | 11 | 16 | 11 | 16 | 11 | 16 | 11 | 16 | 11 | 16 | 11 | 16 | 11 | 16 | 11 | 16 | 11 | 16 | 11 | 16 | 11 |
| 18 | 14 | 18 | 14 | 18 | 14 | 18 | 14 | 18 | 14 | 18 | 14 | 18 | 14 | 18 | 14 | 18 | 14 | 18 | 14 | 18 | 14 |

Wicked Opener - mm. 39-46 - 32 counts
At SLIDE 32

Drill: Wicked Opener   Set:

Set #7  Count: 184  Move: 32

Director Viewpoint

Licensed to: Clemson University Band
Created on Pyware 3D.
Drill: Wicked Opener   Set:

Set #8  Count: 216 Move: 32

Director Viewpoint
Drill: Wicked Opener  Set:

Wicked Opener - mm. 59-64 - 24 counts
All HOLD 24

Wicked Opener - mm. 55-58 - 16 counts
All SLIDE 16

Set #9  Count: 232  Move: 16